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Abstract. Iterative identification and control relis on a sequence of controllers,
deemed satisfzztory for a sequence of models, being connected to a real plant, and
thereby at the very least not introducing an unstable dosed loop. Given that the
models used for control design are not identical to the real plant, a technique is
needed to assure stability-of the model-derived controllers with the real plant.-~his
is provided bv the windsurfer a ~ ~ r o a to
c hiterative control desien., which seeks to
mode1 and c~ntrolover d v e l y larger bandwidths, with any one bandwidth
enlargement step being comparatively modest.
A

.,

7.1 Introduction
What on earth ean the "windsurfing approach" to iterative control design
be, and how can winever have anything a t all to do with automatic
control? While the reader will have &J wait to read some of the details of the
answer, let us record here that iterative control is a technology that enables
a controller to learn something about the plant being controlled. This is just
what a human must do when he or she learns windsurfing, and if one thinks
about how the human acqui~esthe necessary knowledge, this can suggest an
approach to iterative wntrol.
There were two streams of ideas that provided the genesis of this work.
The first arose when the author, working at the time with R Kosut on adaptive control problems being addressed by "conventions" adaptive control
theory, pondered how a human learnt windsurfing, realiiing that conventional
wntrol theory shed no light on the phenomenon. The natural follow-on question is then whether the human learning process can inspire some new style
of adaptive control theory. The second stream arose when the author, often
working in collaboration with others including especially M. Gevers and R.
Kosut, concluded that much adaptive control theory, being advanced, failed
to address some very significant practical issues that could even invalidate or
make dangerous application of the theory. The follow-on question of how to
address these issues also stimulated many ideas.
Adaptive wntrol is technidy not the same as iterative control, or iterative control and identilieation. Nevertheless, they are first cousins at least.
Both are concerned with controlling in the presence of plant uncertainty, and
seek to learn something about that uncertainty in order to design an appropriate controller. This is in contrast to, say, the approach of robust wntrol,
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where one attempts to design round the uncertainty, i.e., to provide a fixed
control design that will deliver adequate performance no matter what the dues of the uncertain parameters are. The difference between adaptive control
on the one hand and iterative control and identification on the other essentially rests in one fact. In adaptive control, processes of identification and
controller design are nonnally fully interleaved, i.e., each new measurement
is used to improve the parameter estimates, and at eaeh new t i e instant adjustment of the controller parameters is permitted. In contrast, is iterative
control and identication, one identifies over an intend in which the controller stays fixed, then one adjusts the controller, then one identifies again,
and so on. The rnnceptual diflerence is not great.
Hence in this chapter, although we are technically describing an iterative
control m d identiication method, we see it within a broader framework,
and in particular see it as a valid replacement for some adaptive control
methodology, which under some circumstances may be flawed.
Let us sketch an outline of this chapter. In Section 7.2, we set out three
conceptual diaculties with conventional adaptive control theory. No theory
is perfect, least of all that of this chapter. We do not mean to suggest that
all adaptive control theory is flawed, or nearly aIways flawed. But we do wisht o make some very cautionmy remarks, and to suggest that the approach of
this chapter can s o m e t i i circumvent these diEculties.
In Section 7.3,we try to capture some aspects of what the human is doing
when learning to windsurf, and then we set up our underlying assumptions
for the iterative control and identitication algorit* we are going to present.
Of course, any set of assumptions can be criticised; there will always be some
situations in which they are plainly not fulfilled. The read issue is whether
or not there is a substantial set of situations in which they are ful6lled.
The assumptions also differ &om those in many adaptive control algorithms,
especially in relation to fluidity over orders of plants and models of those
plants. However, we restrict attention to linear systems and, as it turns out,
largely restrict attention to stable plants, or possibly plants with no more
instability than a pole at the origin. This is a tighter restriction than applies
in many adaptive control contexts, though it is not an absolute one for us.
Section 7.3 also discusses the identification-control design cycle, and the
details are fleshed out in Section 7.4. Some of the key questions that arise
are:
how can one design to get a series of closed-loop designs in which variation
of one parameter yields a variation of the closed-loop bandwidth?
bow can one iden* a possibly unstable pIant in a stable closed loop, in
the presence of noise that is fed back around the loop?
how can one build a low-order model that is a good approximation of a
high-order model, in the sense of giving close closed-loop transfer function
matching with a prescribed controller?
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Section 7.5 contains examples, and Section 7.6 discusses the promised
extension to open-loop unstable plants. We explain in Section 7.7 just how
the conceptual problems of many adaptive control algorithms are avoided by
the approach. Section 7.8 gives a flavour of what the next steps might be.

7.2

hndamental Problems in Adaptive Control

In this section, we will recall certain aspects of conventional adaptive control
algorithms, and then isolate three differing problems with these algorithms,
that raise fundamental questions about their practical utility.
7.2.1

Typical Adaptive Control Algorithms

For the best part of two decades, many of the ideas regarding adaptive control design have been linked by a common thread, perhaps initiated in book
form &st by reference [65]. Broadly speaking, at any instant of time, one has
a controller attached to a plant. One also has a design objective in mind for
the closed-loop, which might be a reference trajectory following, pole positioning, or minimising a linear quadratic index. Measurements are collected
on the closed-loop comprising the plant and the controller, and an identification algorithm is run on-line. This identification algorithm may seek to
estimate the plant directly or, perhaps using some not particularly obvious
parameterisation, seek to estimate the parameters directly of a controller that
will achieve a particular design objective. Either way, there is an implicit or
explicit plant identification procedure going on.
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the identification algorithm
focuses directly on estimating plant parameters. Using the current estimate
of the plant parameters, the control design algorithm computes the controller
that would he appropriate or even optimum for the situation, in the event
that the true plant was exactly modelled by the plant parameters. With
this controller connected, more measurements are then collected. As more
measurements are collected, the plant estimate is updated, the controller is
updated using the plant estimate, and so on.
A typical theorem in adaptive control starts with a set of premises concerning the plant. For example, it is very often assumed that the plant is
linear and time-invariant; perhaps it has a transfer function of a certain degree or relative degree, perhaps it is minimum-phase, perhaps one knows the
sign of the DC gain, and so on. The theorem then postulates that a certain
algorithm or combination of algorithms is used to estimate the plant parameters, and to compute the controller from these estimates. The theorem then
usually goes on to say that as time tends to infinity, the plant parameter
estimates converge t o limiting values, the controller parameters converge to
limiting values, in the steady state correct behaviour is achieved, and in the

process all the signals remain bounded. Of course, not every adaptive control
theorem is exactly like this, but many $re.
In the later subsections of this section, we indicate some problems that
arise with this paradigm. The ideas set out in the later sections in the main
avoid these problems.
7.2.2

The Problem of Changing Experimental Conditions, Given
Accurate b u t Inexact Models

Most, but not all, people know that one can find two plants whose Nyquist
diagrams or impulse responses are almost indistinguishable, but whose responses become extremely Werent when the plants are placed in a closedloop control loop, and an identical controller and input used in both loops.
Indeed, in [I411 one reads: "Modelling principle 1: arbitrarily small modelling errors can lead to arbitrarily bad closed-loop perfonnancen.
The issue here is associated with change of experimental conditions. Models can only have their quality (as an approximation of whatever it is they
are modelling) evaluated for a particular set of experimental conditions, and
changing from open-loop operation to closed-loop operation with a specified
wntroller is a particular change in experimental conditions. So, in fact, an>
change of controller is a change of experimental conditions.
It follows that, with a particular wntroller in the loop, one could have
a good model of a plant sewed through identification, where good in this
sense means that the closed-loop performances match. But when one changes
the controlla, perhaps as part of the adaptive q t r o l process that calls for a
controller change in the light of the current identified model, the performance
of a new controller with the identiied model may be very different to the
performance of the new controller with the true plant. The model that one
ha8 at any instant of time, which may 6e good with the carrent controllm,
is not necessarily gllaranteed to be good with a changed eontroller. To the
extent that in adaptive control or even its first cousin, iterative control and
identification, where one changes the controller from time to time, ane must
reckon with the possibility that with the change of controller, the model will
become ineffective. One could even contemplate instability.
7.2.3

Impractical Control Objectives

Suppose one has a state variable model of a plant that is completely controllable and completely observable. There is a well-developed body of theory,
the LQG design theory, [8]for example, which sets out how one can design
an LQG optimal controller. Such a wntroller can always be constructed to
be stabilising, given the mjnimality of the state variable model of the plant.
However, a celebrated paper 1541establisha that in general for such problems,
there are no guaranteed gain or phase margins. The reference, in fact, shows
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with an example that one can formulate an LQG problem that results in a
phase mar@ of E degrees, where 6 is an arbitrarily small positive number.
Now, consider what would happen if one happened to formulate an adaptive LQG problem where the true but unknown plant coincided with the plant
that gave the unacceptably low phase margin of the example. In running an
adaptive control problem, one would expect very large transient signal values, one would have great diaculty learning the controller and, in fact, in
practical t m s one would never expect the algorithm to converge. Signals
would just be impossibly large.
Underlying this behaviour is the fact that the control objective posed is an
impractical one. Hard enough when the plant is known, the objectivebecomes
effectively impossible to meet in an adaptive situation. This is serious enough.
But what makes this problem even more serious for uwnventional" a d a p
tive control p a r a d i i is that it is intrinsic in most adaptive control problems
that the plant at the outset is unknown. The unknownness of course is only
partial, but it may logically prevent the assessment of whether or not the control objective is feasible. So, before the adaptive control algorithm has even
nm any distance, one may not only be posing an impossible control problem,
but one may la& the knowledge to understand that it is impossible.
The style of adaptive control algorithms that are the subject of the various
theorems mentioned in Section 7.2.1 is such that no hints at all are given for
dealing with this sort of diEculty.

7.2.4

Transient Instability Problem

The prototypical adaptive control theorems mentioned in Section 7.2.1 normally inelude the assertion that all signals in the closed loop remain bounded
for all time. Left unmentioned is the issue of how big this bound may be.
They allow values of control input 10' or lo9 times the value of the steadystate input appearing in response to a unit reference step because instantaneously unstable dosed loops are permitted, i.e., closed loops which, if
parameters were f r o m , would be unstable. The theoretical assurance is only
about t -t co. Without a quantitatiue indication of what the signal bound
might be, the theorem pmvide insufticient assumace to aprospective user of
an adaptive controller wantiig to rely on the algorithm that is the subject of
the theorem.

7.3

High-level Overview of the Windsurfer Approach
to Adaptive Control

In this section, we shall seek to capture some aspects of the way a human
learns windsurfirig, and translate these into a high-level statement of what
an adaptive control algorithm may look like.
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7.3.1

Learning Windsurfing

How does a human learn windsurfing? It is quite clear that one thing they
do not do is identify the coefficients in a transfer function linear model of a
windsurfer and set the parameters of the controller (and the human is the
controller) to provide good closed-loop control. Some other mechanisms are
operating. Any human learns windsurfing by initially coping with very gentle
wave conditions, light winds, and non-variable winds. Crudely speaking, the
human's &st successes on a windsurfer involve low gain, low bandwidth, and
low disturbance signals. Increasing experience of the windsurfer progressively
expands the bandwidth over which the human can wntrol (thus he or she
learns to cope with fast shiis in wind direction, choppy seas), and the human
also learns to provide a higher gain loop so that he or she can move faster than
a novice, under the same wind and sea conditions. The path kom low-gain,
low-bandwidth control to high-gain, high-bandwidth control is a progressive
one, i.e., as the human learns, there are incremental changes in bandwidth
and gain that he or she learns to apply. In In&, the human mentally builds
some kind of a model that is initially a very primitive one, and which becomes
more and more accurate over a wider and wider bandwidth as experience is
acquired. Increasing accuracy of the model allows the higher gain controll&.

7.3.2

The Starting Point for Windsurfer Adaptive Control

Let us &st remark that the words adaptive eoptrol in t h e t e m 'kindsurfer
adaptive control'' are somewhat of a misnomerfYterative identification and
control" is more accurate. In adaptive control, one t y p i d y contemplates
-identification and control redesign essentially oc&g
simultaneously. In
discrete time, as each new measurement is collected, there is the opportunity
to update the plant estimate, and to update the controller parameters. In iterative identification and control design, on the other hand, one contemplates
a period in which the controller stays 6x4 and identification occurs; then
the controller is updated, and a new identscation process starts with the
new controller. The controller remains &ed during this new identification
process. This is how we contemplate the windsurfer approach to adaptive
controllers working.
As with any adaptive control problem, one makes some o priori assump
tions concerningthe plant. DiEerent adaptive control problems make diierent
a priori a.Gumptions. The ones we shall make here areas follows:
Assumption 7.1. The plant is linear, time invariant, and with a transfer function that has no poles in the right half plane nor on the imaginary axis with
the possible exception of the origin.

Assumption 7.2. .An initial controller is known, almost certainly of low bandwidthand low authority, which stabilises the plant.
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If the plant is open-loop stable, any constant controller with small enough
gain will not destabilise it. If the plant has a simple pole at the origin, knowledge of the sign of the residue is enough to enable definition of the controller.
If the plant has a multiple pole at the origin, somewhat more information is
needed.
What we do not need to make any assumption about is the order of the
plant, the relative degree of the plant, and whether it is minimum-phase.
One more assumption is needed:
Assumption 7.3. A rational transfer function model of the plant is available,
with no poles in the right half plane or on the imaginary axis, except possibly
at the origin. The controller that stabilises the p h t also s t a b i i s the model.
Note that the model of the plant could be highly inaccurate. There is no
requirement, for example, that the model has the same order of the plant, let
alone that the model has a collection of parameters which, if adjusted, would
give exact modelling of the plant.

7.3.3

T h e Identification/Control Design Cycle

Beginning a t theinitial time, and thereafter at all stages in the algorithm, one
has available the true plant (as a physical entity, not in terms of a mathematical description), a model of the plant (which is a mathematical description)
and a controller (which is available also as a mathematical description). One
postulates also that one has the controller w ~ e c t e dto the plant, and that
the closed loop is excited, with the signals in it observable. At the same
t i e , a copy of the controller is assumed to be available to be connected to
the model, with this latter closed loop excited by the same external signals,
apart Eom possible disturbma signals, as those that excite the true plantcontroller wmbiiation. The outputs of the two closed loops will, in general,
be B e r e n t as a result of modelling enom, and as a result of disturbance signals associated with the true plant. Both outputs are assumed to be available
for measurement.
The various steps of the process are as follows:
Step 1. Using the initial model and the initial controller, and with identical
input excitation of the two loops, compare the outputs and assess whether
or not the current model is a good model of the plant in the presence of
the c articular controller.
S t e p 2. If it is a good model, proceed to Step 3. If not, reidentify the model,
using some f o m of closed-loop identiEcation algorithm (discussion of a
procedure appears later).
Step 3. Using the model, design the controller to achieve a somewhat wider
closed-loop bandwidth (subsequently, a particular controller design algorithm for doing this will be described).
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Step 4. Examine the outputs of the two dosed-loop arrangementsresulting
from the new controller with the true plant and the existiig model. If,
with this controller, the true model is a good model of the plant, return
to the previous Step 3. If not, reidentify.
Step 5. Redesign the controuer for the new mode!, and return to Step 3.
In the above set of steps, we have not set out bow the process ends. In
fact, it will end when

either the signal-bnoise ratio is such that effective identification is simply not possible; or
the controller objectives h e being satisfactorily met; or
with the latest model, the control objectives are manifestly in practice
unobtainable.

7.4 More Detailed Description of the Algorithm
The two erudd steps in the algorithm z e apparently the controller design
step, and the closed-loop identification step. We shall discuss these in Se&
tions 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 below. However, as we will review further below in
Section 7.4.3, there is a possible requirement for model reduction. Also, it is
desirable to understand the conditions that cause the dgorithm to stop in
some more detail and this is done in Section 7.4.4.

%
7.4.1

Internal Model Control Design

The internal model wntrol (IMC) method, set out in, for example, [I161is
a control design method that is particularly suited to the task of obtaining
a prescribed closed-loop bandwidth when the open-loop plant is stable. In
particular, there is a yay of parameteesing the controller e&?ctivelydirectly
in terms of this dosed-loop bandwidth.
Let us describe the algorithm. Suppose at some step in the process, one
has a model of the plant given by a transfer function Gi. Factor this transfer
function as [Gi],[Gr],,where [Gi],is the all-pass factor associated with Gi,
and [Gi],is the minimum-phase factor associated with Gi. This factor may
have a zero at infinity; we assume it has no other imaginary axis zero. Then,
the controller to achieve a notional bandwidth of Xi is given by the formula

Here, Q; is defined as
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where F3 involves the bandwidth Xi and an integer n:

The integer n simply needs to be chosen so that Qi is proper.
The resulting designed closed-loop transfer function Ti is given by

I£ one introduces expressions (7.1)to (7.3)into Equation (7.4)for the closedloop transfer function, one in fact finds that

T*= fi [Gi],

(7.5)

What this equation reveals is that the magnitude response of the designed
closed loop w given d i d $ , by the magnitude response of Fi.As one would
expect, the unstable zeros of the plant appear in the closed-loop transfer
function, but in such a way as to not disturb the magnitude response. The
attenuation of the closed-loop response is 20adB/decade above the designed
closed-loop bandwidth Xi.
7.4.2

The Identification Step

Consider Figure 7.1, which depicts the plant with unknown transfer function G, a stakidising eontroller with known transfer function K, and output
measurement noise or disturbance obtained by passing white noise through a
filter of transfer function H. Suppose one wants to identify G.The signals r ,
er and y are available for measurement, and the signals r and d are assumed
to be independent. While it is true that

.
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it is not true that u and d are independent. This is because d is fed round
to u by the feedback loop and K. Acwrdimgly, many conventional methods
of (open-loop) identification cannot be used for identifying G based on measurements of u and y. Additionally, should G be open-loop unstable, some of
those methods could also give problems, in the sense that they may presup
pose the open-loop stability of G. These few remarks indicate that closed-loop
identification is a more difficult task than onen- loo^ identification.
A major step fonvard in l~andlmgclosed-loop identification was made by
[72]. This work showed how to convert a dosed-loop identification problen~
into a conventional open-loop identfication problem, and we shall outlie the
technique now. Let us suppose that we have available a model Gi which is
stabilised by K. Let us also represent Gc as a ratio of stable proper transfer
functions, thus

It is also possible to represent K as a ratio of stable proper transfer functions,
thus

Because K is s t a b i i i g , it is also possible to require that X,Y satisfy a
Bezout identity:

Nix + DiY = 1

*

(7.9)

A result originally due to Youla and Kucera, (setsout, for example, in [152])
establishes that the set of all plants stabilised by the controller K is precisely
the set of transfer functions

8=

{ziz

1

: R proper and stable

Evidently, if K stabiliies the plant with unknown transfer function G as well
as the model with transfer function Gi,the unknown transfer function G
must be an element of the set G of (7.10). Put another way, there must be a
proper stable transfer function R such that the following equation holds:

I-lowever, the contribution of 1721 was to recognise not only that the task of
i d e n t i i G was equivalent to the task of identifying R, but that the task of
identifying R was one that could be simply cast as an open-Ioop identification
problem.
Consider the arrangement of Figure 7.2, which is in effect a redrawing of
Figure 7.1, using the form of G given by (7.11) and introducing the noise d
. at a slightly diierent point.
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Fig. 1.2. ~edrawi&of Figure 7.1 using Youla-Kucera paramehisation of plant G

It is not hard to check that the signals or and @ can be expressed using
known quantities derived from the measurable signals T, u and gl:

But more than this is true. As suggested by Figure 7.2, there holds.

Notice that because e and r are independent, so must e and or be independent.
Also, R must be stable. The task of identifyingR is therefore a standard ownloop identification problem, given the availability (from measurements) of or
and 8, the presumed stabiity of R and the independence of e and or. Thus,
a t least in principle, we can see how to solve the closed-loop identification
problem.
In open-loop identifkation, it is typical to contemplate issues of signal&noise ratio, use of filters and the like. In this chapter, we will make simple
observations on these matters. The first observation can be made in terms of
a filtered output error. The unfiltered output error is - Rcr, but we shall
look at the filtered output error

[Recall that Y was introduced in (7.8).]Some manipulations will show that:

This equation reveals several things:
r

modulo filtering by Y, the approximation error between the behaviours
of G and Gi is not the absolute error, but rather the error associated with
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the two closed-loop transfer functions. Thus, Gi will be a good model of

G with the power norm o f t (or some other measure of the size of [}
as the approximation criterion exactly when the two closed-loop transfer
functions are close;
suppose the closed-loop system formed by the unknown plant and the
controller has a similar transfer function to the closed-loop system formed
by the model and the controller. Then, the signal-to-noise ratio within
(7.13) will be small. Accordingly, it will be difficult to identify R. Turning
this round, it only makes sense to run an identfication step when one
knows that there is a genuine closed-loop mismatch;
as one extends out the bandwidth over whi& one controls, it is likely to be
the case that there is good closed-loop matching over lower bandwidths,
and at some stage poorer closed-loop matching near the edge of the new
pass band. This suggests that a parameterisation for R should be one
that captures well the behaviour near the edge of the c-t
pass band.
Thus, R can be of a comparatively low order, even if Gi is of high order,
so long as it is able to adequately represent a transfer function that is
essentially band-pass in character.
7.4.3

Model Reduction

Recall that in the course of operating the iterative algorithm, one would
expect to identify the dosed-loop plant (with the aid of an open-loop YoulaKucera parameter) at least several t i . If precautions are not taken, this
can result in a dimensionality explosion. To 6e more precise, suppose that
prior to a rsidentification of a plant, one is using a model Gi of degree n.
Suppose the associated controller also has degree n. It is, in general, possible
to find the factorisation representations in Equations (7.7) through (7.9) so
that Ni,Di, X and Y all have degree about n. Suppose that R only has
degree 2 (and this may well be an underestimate). Then, as Equation (7.11)
shows, the new estimate of the plant is likely to have degree approximately
2n 2. Thus, even if a very uncomplicated R is chosen, in an attempt to
eapture the true plant's contribution to a small part of the pass-band of
a closed-loop system, one is faced with a large increase in the degree of
the new plant model. It makes sense then to allow for the possibility of a
model reduction step at this point. There are many ways to carry out model
reduction; suffce to say here that model reduction taking into account the
presence of a controller producing a stable closed loop is almost certainly
more effective than open-loop model reduction. For a recent treatment of
many model reduction ideas, see [119].

+

7.4.4

Stopping Conditions for the Algorithm

One reason to stop the algorithm would be that the desired closed-loop design
has been achieved. However, there are at least two cirnunstances that might
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cause premature termination. Fist, it might be that one is unable to identify
accurately, the signal-to-noise ratio being too low. Second, it might be that
the most recently identified model and the most recently obtained controller
together constitute a closed-loop system of such high sensitivity that further
adjustment of the controller in an attempt to produce even wider band performance would be ruled out on the grounds of unacceptably low phase and
gain margins, unacceptably high sensitivity and so on.
The paper in [I041 analyses those situations that result in dSXcult or, in
practical terms, impossible identification problems. The signal-to-noise ratio
associated with the closed-loop output error can be poor because of unstable
zeros of the plant that lie inside the pass band, and poor gain or phase
margins of the closed-loop. The first phenomenon can only arise when the
designed closed-loop bandwidth has been sufficiently pushed out. The second,
of course, may we11 indicate difficulty or inabiity to expand the bandwidth of
the closed-loop system, even given the availability of a good model, perhaps
because the sought bandwidth starts to substantially exceed the plant's openloop bandwidth.

7.5

Examples

Emmple 7.1. Our first example is drawn from [1041.The plant is a flexiblelink robot amn with transfer function

The poles are

and the zeros are

Evidently, the structure is resonant, with three pole pairs fairly well separated
and all lightly damped. The three left half plane zeros are likely to present
little problem. The two right.halfplane zeros will serve to limit the closed-loop
bandwidth that can be attained.
The initial model is one that, not unreasonably, captures to a degree the
lowest resonance, the roll-off behaviour at high frequencies (20dBjdecade)
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- through the insertion of a zero well into the left half plane, and the low
frequency gain. Thus

The &equency response of G and Go are shown in Figure 7.3.
50,

. . . . .... . . . . . ... .of . . . . ..... . . . .
Frequency Rssponses

8

Model and Plont

8

4

a

1

Fig. 7.3. Frequency response of model Go

A conventional adaptive control algorithm, unless it had built in a sufficiently high degree for estimating the plant, could have great dilliculty in
coping with unmodelled resonances. One of the features of the windsurfer
approach is that it allow8 adjustment of the degree of the model trawfer
function.
Following the IMC design method, the controller is chosen to secure a
closed-loop transfer function X(s + A)-' where X is variable corresponding to
the design closed-loop bandwidth. A first order closed-loop transfer function
is acceptable because Go(s) has no non-minimum-phase zeros, and relative
degree one. The controller is second order, with an integrator. As it turns
out here, the constant X defining the bandwidth simply scales the controller
transfer function, which is otherwise independent of A.
For the purposes of identification, the (reference) input consists of just
four periods of a zero-mean square wave of amplitude 1and period r/X. The
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plant output was corrupted by m e m e a n white noise with standard deviation
0.05. For avalidation step (discussed below), the externalinput can be turned
off as appropriate.
Since we have Go to begin with, we need to test the closed-loop designs
with Go and G to validate Go.
One procedure can be based on looking at power spectra. Recall from
(7.13) that we identify R using measurements a,P with

and here e is the perturbmg noise. R e d l also (7.14) and (7.15); which relate
the ermr in (7.13) to the way the two closed-loop systems (G, K) and (Go, K)
process T:

Evidently, the quantity [GK(l + G K ) - ~- GoK(l+ G ~ K ) - ' T] carries the
useful information about the existing modelling error, i.e., about R, and the
term (l+GK)-lHe is the noise component obstructing the determination of
R. Call these terms and wo respectively. Suppose T is a stationary random
signal. We -anobtain the power spectrum @,,(w) by turning T off. We can
also determine the power spectrum of E:
@<o ( 4

= @go( 4 + IP,, ( 4 .

If this spectrum is significantly larger than @,,(w) in some frequency band
(especially around the cut-off frequency), then the model Go is invalidated
in this band.
A second procedure for validation uses correlation techniques, see 11081.
Roughly speaking, the cross-correlation method involves plotting (tiielagged) values of the cross-correlation of an input signal and an output error
signal. If identification is perfect, the true cross-correlation will be zero. In
practice, the sample cross-correlation will not equal the tme cross-correlation,
and the identiiication is not perfect. So, non-zero values will be obtained.
Should these be within appropriate confidence limits, then that part of the
system excited by the known input can be assumed to be well-modelled. No
information is gleaned about the noise model; on the other hand, this means
that one does not need to try to identify the noise model. Another attractive
feature is that the confidence limits are easy to calculate, and are independent
of the lag. For details, see [108, pp 511-516].
In terms of our previous notation, this means that we can examine the
correlation between a and f l - Ra (when checking the validity of a model
of R), or filtered versions of these quantities. Equivalently, one can look at
the correlation between T and E (or filtered versions of these quantities), and
then we are checking more directly the adequacy of Go as a model of G, in
the presence of a controller K.
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When the designed closed-loop bandwidth reaches 1.5rad/s, the power
spectrum validation method reveals no significant difference between Gc0(w)
and @,,(w). On the other h ~ dthe
, method of correlations suggests that Go
is ceasing to be a good model of G. (Note that at thisfrequency, one is well
short of including the unmodelled resonances in the closed-loop bandwidth.
However, the primary resoname, which is in the pass-band, certainly has
some m o d e k g error, and this may be responsible.)
The model Go,
however, is retained, and the closed-loop bandwidth pushed
out slowly. By the time the bandwidth reaches 3rad/s, both validation methods indicate poor modelling. The power spectrum method gives a huge dkcrepancy between &(w) and @,,(w) a t 12rad/s. This is obviously a come
quence of Go failimg to model the resonances in G corresponding to the poles
-0.3339f j 12.131, coupIed with the fact that this resonance is close enough
to the closed-loop cut-off frequency that it shows up.
The fact that @<* (w) and @,,(w) are so different means that there is ade
quate signal-bnoise ratio to identify the Youla-Kucera parameter R. Having
assumed R is second orderand then having identified it, one can validate it
by the method of cornelations before calculating the new GI.It passes the
test, and so GIcan be const~cted.The Gl that is found is

with poles

and zeros

As expected, GIhas higher order than Go.Frequency responses of G and GI
are shown in Figure 7.4. This new model GIcaptures the imaginary parts of
the zeros and poles remarkably well.
The closed-loop bandwidth can now be progressively pushed out. Notice
that the defined closed-loop transfer function now is the product of an all-pass
transfer function and A($+,!)-', because of the non-minimum-phase zeros in
Gl(s).When the bandwidth reaches 12rad/s, both the validation methods
suggest that GIis inadequate. When re-identification is performed and the
eontroller readjusted for the new model, performance cannot be improved.
Why? Notice that G and GIhave unstable zeros with a bandwidth of about
12radJs. This will set a ?fundamental l i i t " (see Section 4.4 and [140]) on the
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Fig. 7.4. Frequency response of model GI

practically-achievable closed-loop bandwidth, and even very small modelling
errorswill not really be able to be properly compensated in a sound design.
The Ufundamental limitn concept manifests itself in different ways; one is
that, when one is designing at the fundamental limits, the true plant has to
be known extremely accurately in order to get the designed-for performance.
In our situation, the accuracy requirement for design cqnot be matched by
the accuracy offered by the identification algorithm.

Example 7.2. Our second example is drawn from [102]. The true plant is

+

with y = Gu e, and disturbance e being zero mean noise with lOOHz
bandwidth and flat spectrum from 0 to 100Ez of height 0.0025.
The initial model Go(s)mismodels the DC gain and fails to capture the
resonance:

Any adaptive control algorithm that forca the plant model to remain first
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order will be very challenged by this example. The design dosed-loop transfer
function is X2(s
with X variable. Figure 7.5 shows in (a) and @) the
actual closed-loop system unit step responses with X = 0.1 rad/s (in (b), lowpass filtering has been applied). In (c) and (d), the bandwidth X is 0.5radJs.
Bearing in mind that the ideal response is that from X2(s A)-' excited by
a unit step, we can conclude that by X = 0.5rad/s, the model is inadequate.
In order to improve the identification, low-amplitude sinusoidal signals
near 0.5rad/s were superimposed on the unit step excitation. A second order
R was aIso assumed. This resulted in a new model, of higher degree than

+

+

Gob):

Redesign of the controller using GI(s)and with X = O.Brad/s yields dosedloop performance with the true G(s)shown in Figure 7.6. We can increase X
to 2rad/s without significant degradation.
It turns out that GIis a good model of G over this bandwidth, as seen
in Figure 7.7.
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Fig. 7.7. Frequency responses of models and plant

7.6

Unstable Plants

The methods we have outlined up to now depend on the open-loop plant being
stable. This is not because of any constraints in the identification process but
rather because the IMC design method is far more &eacious for stable plants
than for unstable plants [36,116]. These techniques can often result in the
controller having a non-minimum phase-zero, which may lie in the dosed-loop
pass band. Also, the techniques may involve more than a single parameter,
and any paameters that they do involve are not as simply related to the
closed-loop bandwidth as is the single parameter in the IMC design procedure
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for a stable plant. For these reasons, and as explained in more detail in the
paper [105],a different stmcture is used, as depicted in Figure 7.8.

Fig. 7.8. Modification to IMC method for unstable plant P, with C stabilisiig the

inner loop
The inner-loop controller C is chosen in order to stabiie the piant P.
The result is an internal closed loop with transfer function G = P / ( l + PC).
This inner closed-loop transfer function G is stable, and then IMC methods
can be applied to the design of K.
The paper [I051sets out a number of guidelines for the choice of C.For
example, should P have an unstable closed loop pole at +a, it is desirable forthe closed-loop to have a pole a t -a. Of course, control of an unstable plant
is always harder than controlling a stable plant, and there are fundamental
limitations expressible with Bode integral theorems, waterbed theorems and
the like [ S l , 1401. Another example of such a difEculty arises when the plant
P cannot itself be stabilied by an open-loopstable C (it is easy to find
examples of unstable plants for which there is no &troller that is both stable
and stabilising). In this case, the transfer function G necessarily acquires a
right half plane zero, at any point where C has a right half plane pole. The
controll- K must then be found to stab'ie a stabIe plant with an unstable
zero, and the usual sorts of restrictions start to come into play when the
closed-loop bandwidth starts to include that zero.
As these brief remarks should make clear, plant instability can be a major
complication for design. Add to this the fact that simple single parameter
adjustment of the closed-loop bandwidth is no longer possible, and one can
see the situation is a good deal more complex.

7.7 Coping with the "Fundamental Problems"
In Section 7.2, we recorded some fundamental or conceptual problems of
much adaptive control theory and thinking. The particular problems bgged
were:
the problem of changing experimental conditions, given accurate but inexact models; the issue is that once you change the controller, the model
employed for controller redesign may become invalid;
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the problem of impractical control objectives; the issue is that the possibility or impossibiity in practical terms of the control objective may not
be assessable at the outset, given the (possibly partial) lack of knowledge
of the plant;
the transient instability problem: saying that all signals are bounded in
a theorem does not preclude 1MA current in a 1 k W motor.

'

Let us consider how these problems are addressed. The method of addressing the &st is somewhat ad hoe. When we attempt a controller redesign, we
ma!e an adjustment of a bandwidth. If this adjustment is very small, we know
that unsuitabiity of the model wiIl not be an issue. In fact, the quality of the
model (as displayed in its ability to match closed-loop performance with the
same controller connected to model and to plant) will only degrade smoothly
as the bandwidth of the closed-loop system is pushed out, and the controller
is changed t o do this. Thus, the adaptive algorithm must ensure that the trial
expansions of bandwidth are not too large. Nor, of course, should they be so
small that the whole process takes too long. An expansion of 20 per cent is a
good target to begin with; but note that this a u l d be too big if it suddenly
swept into the bandwidth an extremely oseilatory mode. Fially, note that
we cannot attempt a reidentification until t h e e is a genuine difference b e
tween the two closed-loop transfer functions - otherwise the signal-to-noise
ratio will be too small to allow an accurate identiication.
How is the problem of impractical control objectives addressed? Here, the
approach of this chapter comes in to its own. Effectively, a flag is raised that
indicates the impracticality. One has to stop the algorithm early, on account
of an inabiity to identify due to adverse signal-to-noise ratio, or an inabiity
to fmd a controller giving a satiifactory (including acceptable g&n and phase
margin) closed-loop design.
Likewise, the problem of transient instability is dealt with well. At each
step of the algorithm, it is guaranteed that an unstable (frmen or instantaneous) closed loop cannot be encountered. Smooth expansion of the bandwidth as part of the algorithm produces in the first instaoee degradation
of the quality of the model, and that degradation sets in well before the
modekontroller closed loop is stable while the real plant-controller one is
unstable.

7.8

Some Further Quantitative Directions

In this section, we will discuss bridy a d i i i o n in which the ideas of this
chapter are being taken further. This concerns the formalising of approximation measures.
In Section 7.2, we alluded to a problem inherent in many adaptive control methodologies, which we termed "the problem of changing experimental
conditions, given m a t e but inexact modelsn. The idea is that with one
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controller in place, a model may be a good model of a plant, while with another controller in place, it may not be. The point we want to make here
is that this conceptual, rather qualitatively stated, difficulty is capable of
quantitative refinement, using the concept of the v-gap metric [153]. The
first application to adaptive control appears in [7].
The question we are going to discuss in quantitative terms is the following.
Suppose that Go is a good model of G in the presence of a controller KO.
Suppose KI is another controller for Go. To what extent will Go be a good
model for G in the presence of Kl?
Quantitative treatment of this question requires some preliminary work,
to establish certain distance measures.
We shalt first explain a distance measure for two transfer functions. At
each frequency, we can defke a certain distance, termed the chordal distance,
which is a generalisation of the diistance between points associated with the
same frequency w on two Nyquist diagrams. Then we define a single distance,
by looking at all frequencies. First, for transfer functions Ko(jw) and Kl(jw),
we have the chordal distance

If Klljwo) = m, we compute the chordal distance by letting w

-t

wo. We

also defke the v-gap distance by
&(KO,K I ) = SUP

K~](jw)

I

a

(7.17)

W

provided

+

1 1 - S K O # 0 , for all s = jw
-[I
Ki(-s)Ko(s)] q(Ko) - ij(K1) = 0

+

+

(7.18)
(7.19)

where rj(K0) and ~ ( K Idenote
)
the number of open right half plane poles
of KO and the number of closed right half plane poles of Kl respectively,
while wnoX(s) denotes the number of clockwise encirclements of the origin
by X ( s ) as s moves around the stmdard Nyquist contour (up the imaginary
axis), indented into the right half plane around any jwaxis pole of X ( s ) . If
(7.18) or (7.19) kd, then

Next, we shalt look at closed-loop behaviour. In relation to a stable closedloop plant G and controller K , defined the generalked sensitivity matrix,
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Notice that the four entries OFTinclude the conventionalsensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions. It is not hard to check that the maximum
singular d u e of T at any frequency is

A large value of $[TI a t some frequency generally signals a poor design. In
terms of the complementary sensitivity M,52[T] is given by

Tbis reveals, for example, that achieving IMI
1 in frequency bands where
IGl is s m d yields a large b(T); and achieving very a m 4 (MI when IG( is
very large, ie., suppressing a pole close to the jw-axis so that it is outside
the closed-loop bandwidth, also yields a large #(T).
We can say thrat Go is a good model of G when KOis connected when for
some small E , there holds,

or possibly

(7.26)
a[T(Go,Ko)- T(G,Ko)](jw)5 ea[T(Go,KO)](jw) for all w
The question we want to consider now is as follows: suppose one of (7.24)
through (7.26) holds, and K I is a second controller so that (Go,K l ) is an
acceptable closed loop. What are (sufficient) conditions for (G,K I ) to be,
M l y , stable and secondly, a loop with similar behaviour to (Go,XI)?
Stability is easiest. According to 11531,a sufficient condition is:

and

6[T(G',
Ko)](jw)n(Ko,
K ) ( j w )4 I for aJl w

(7.28)

One has knowledge of T(Go,KO);and so given one of (7.24), (7.25) and
(7.26), one can check (7.28). Though we will not use the fact, we comment
that
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Next, the following inequality is hown [7,153],

where we have suppressed dependence on w.
Accordingly,

-

c[T(G,Ki) T(Go,Kd]
I b[T(G,K I )- T(G,KO)+ T(G,KO)
- T(Go,Ko)+ T(Go,KO)- T(Go,K I ) ]
(7.31)
5 *[T(G,K I )- T(G,KO)]+ *[T(G,KO)- T(Go,KO)]
+ *[T(Go,KO)- T(Go,Ki)]
For simplicity, neglect 6[T(G,KO)- T(G0,KO)]on the grounds that Go is a
good model of G with controller KOand take B[T(G,KO)]= s[T(Go,KO)].
Then

A greater overbound again is possible, since it is known that 17,1531

.

x(Ko,Kl) 5 c[T(Go,Ko)- T(Go,KI)]

(7.33)

There results

-

Tbis formula suggests that changes in T(Go,K), when K varies from KO
to K , are reflected proportionally in T(G,K ) , but with a multiplier. The
multiplier may be v e v large when the initid design T(Go,Ko) T(G,KO)
has large e ( T ) ,i.e., is a poor, or non-robust design. The multiplier may also
be large if the changes in K brings the closed-loop system near the stability
boundary.
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